Constructing on-shell operator basis for all masses and spins
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We first propose a general method to construct the complete set of on-shell operator bases involving massive particles with any spins. To incorporate the non-abelian little groups of massive
particles, the on-shell scattering amplitude basis should be factorized into two parts: one is charged,
and the other one is neutral under little groups of massive particles. The complete set of these two
parts can be systematically constructed by choosing some specific Young diagrams of Lorentz subgroup and global symmetry U (N ) respectively (N is the number of external particles), without the
equation of motion and integration by part redundancy. Thus the complete massive amplitude bases
without any redundancies can be obtained by combining these two complete sets. Some examples
are presented to explicitly demonstrate this method. This method is applicable for constructing
amplitude bases involving identical particles, and all the bases can be constructed automatically by
computer programs based on it.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The standard model (SM) successfully describes particle physics up to TeV scale. But it still can not explain a lot of profound puzzles in particle physics, such
as Higgs naturalness [1, 2], dark matter [3, 4], neutrino
mass [5, 6], and so on. These unsolved puzzles strongly
suggest that SM is not complete and new physics (NP)
should be introduced. But so far any physics beyond SM
is not observed at LHC and other detections, which indicates that the scale of NP may be too high to be within
the reach of current experiments on the ground.
For the high energy scale NP, effective field theory
(EFT) is the critical tool to study its lower energy effects. The imprints of the NP can be detected by measuring higher dimensional operators at lower energy scale
experiments, even the null NP signals from direct detections. The completeness of the EFT operator bases is
essential to capture the full imprints of NP. So how to
construct the complete bases systematically without redundancies from the equation of motion (EOM) and integration by part (IBP) is critical for EFT formulation. In
traditional field theory, it is still an unsolved issue (the
operators are usually constructed by hands), especially
in dealing with EOM and IBP, though the number of
the bases can be systematically counted through Hilbert
series technique [7–10].
Recently it was found that the on-shell scattering amplitude is very efficient to deal with EFT without referring to the Lagrangian, such as calculating SMEFT
running [12–15], deriving selecting rules [16, 17], and
constructing some special EFTs through soft limit [18–
21]. One of the most appealing features of the on-shell
method is that it can efficiently construct the complete

EFT bases, called amplitude bases (an independent unfactorizable scattering amplitude corresponds to an independent operator) [22–24]. For the general massless
EFT, the on-shell method can automatically eliminate
EOM redundancy, and the complete amplitude bases can
be systematically constructed without IBP redundancy
through Young tableaus of the global symmetry of massless spinors [25, 26] (its extension in constructing the
amplitude bases involving identical particles is discussed
in [27]). However, this method is only applicable for EFT
of massless particles, and generally, the SM particle mass
is always relevant in lower energy scale measurements. So
this method is not helpful in lower energy phenomenology study. It is troublesome when applying these bases in
practical calculations: we should first translate the amplitude bases into the field operators and then use them
to study lower energy phenomenology at the electroweak
symmetry breaking (EWSB) phase as did in traditional
SMEFT. Besides, it was found that many operators in the
massless SMEFT contribute to the same physics process
after EWSB, so the massless SMEFT is redundant to describe some specific NP effects at the EWSB phase. For
example, there are seven independent operators fully describing three massive gauge bosons effective interactions
while there are infinite operators in massless SMEFT
that contribute to them, such as the type of operators

a 3
H n H †n with n being any positive integer. These
Wµν
shortcomings indicate that massive EFT is more concise
to describe NP effects at a lower energy scale than massless EFT.
To formulate the massive EFT, the complete operator
bases should be systematically constructed. However, so
far there is no principle to construct the complete massive bases even there are some primary explorations done
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in [28–31]. In this paper, we first propose a method to
systematically construct the on-shell amplitude bases involving massive particles with any spin based on group
theory. Since the little group (LG) of a massive particle is
non-abelian SU (2), we first split the massive amplitude
basis into two parts: the massive LG tensor structure
(MLGTS), which is the holomorphic function of massive right-handed spinors and only charged under massive
LG, and massive LG neutral structure (MLGNS) which
is only charged under massless LG. Then construct the
complete set of these two parts separately and finally
combine the two complete sets to get the complete massive amplitude basis.
We find MLGTSs can be classified by Lorentz subgroup SU (2)r representations and thus can be completely
constructed by finding all the SU (2)r representations
allowed by massive LG (their representations are correlated). While MLGNSs suffer from EOM and IBP
redundancy. Since the massless spinors can automatically eliminate the EOM redundancy, we can first construct MLGNSs at massless limit and then one to one
map their massless limit into MLGNSs without worrying about EOM redundancy. So the only job to constructing MLGNS is to completely construct its massless
limit structure. Since the massless structures also suffer
from IBP redundancy, we can embed the spinors associated with N external particles into U (N ) representation.
Then the complete set of the massless limit of MLGNSs
can be systematically constructed by some special U (N )
Semi-standard Young Tableaus (SSYTs), which can automatically eliminate IBP redundancy [25]. We prove
that the complete massive amplitude bases without EOM
and IBP redundancy can be obtained by this method.
We give some examples to explicitly construct the massive bases from SU (2)r Young diagrams (YDs) and U (N )
SSYTs, and also briefly discuss how to construct massive
amplitude bases involving identical particles.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we briefly introduce the spinors and LG symmetry
of on-shell scattering amplitudes. In Sec. III, we demonstrate in detail how to construct systematically massive
amplitude bases. In Sec. IV, some examples for constructing massive bases are given. In Sec. V, we briefly
explain how to deal with identical particles. We conclude in Sec. VI. The appendices contain the proof of
massive amplitude bases independence, explicit massive
bases expressions, and an example of constructing amplitude bases involving identical particles.
II.

MASSLESS AND MASSIVE SPINORS

In this section, we briefly introduce the massive and
massless spinors and the basic property of on-shell scattering amplitudes.
For a particle-i, its momentum can be written as a
product of two spinors [32, 33],
(pi )α̇α ≡ (pi )µ (σ µ )α̇α = |iI ]α̇ hiI |α ,

(1)

and similarly for piαα̇ ≡ (pi )µ (σ̄ µ )αα̇ , where σ µ (σ̄ µ ) ≡
{1, (−)σ i } with σ i is Pauli-matrices, the right-handed
spinor |iI ]α̇ and left-handed spinor |iI iα is in the fundamental representation of Lorentz subgroup SU (2)r and
SU (2)l (SO(3, 1) ≃ SU (2)l × SU (2)r ), I is the index of
LG SU (2)i or U (1)i for massive or massless particle-i.
For spinors of massless momentum, the index I is trivial and can be neglected. The massive right/left handed
spinor |iI ]α̇ /|iI iα is in the fundamental representation
of its LG SU (2)i and massless right/left handed spinor
|i]α̇ /|iiα takes +/− unite charge of its LG U (1)i . Two
spinors can form a Lorentz scalar through contracting
their Lorentz index with two-index Levi-Civita tensor ǫα̇β̇
(ǫαβ ) and we can introduce the square spinor bracket [ij]
and angle spinor bracket hiji to denote this spinor product,
[ij]IJ ≡ ǫα̇β̇ |iI ]β̇ |j J ]α̇ ,

hijiIJ ≡ ǫαβ |iI iβ |j J ]α .

(2)

For massive spinor, the left- and right-handed spinor can
be related with each other through EOM,
pi |iI ] = mi |iI i ,

pi |iI i = −mi |iI ] .

(3)

The on-shell scattering amplitudes can be expressed generally in terms of the angle and square brackets of external momenta together with gauge symmetry structures.
If an external particle-i is massive with spin si , the scattering amplitude should be in the 2si indices symmetric
representation of LG SU (2)i (i.e. 2si +1 dimension representation) while it should take 2hi charge of massless LG
U (1)i if the external particle-i is massless with helicity
hi . For example, the amplitude with an external massive vector particle-i should transform under LG SU (2)i
as [33]


i
I′
i
I′
M{I1 ,I2 } wII
′ |i ], wII ′ |i i, . . .

 ′
′
′
′
= wIi 1 I1′ wIi 2 I2′ M{I1 ,I2 } |iI ], |iI i, . . . ,
(4)
where wi is LG SU (2)i element and the superscript
i
bracket I1i , . . . , I2s
means that these 2si indices of
i
SU (2)i should be totally symmetric.
III.

CONSTRUCTING AMPLITUDE BASIS

According to the LG transformation of the scattering
amplitude, its general structure can be factorized into
two parts: MLGTS and MLGNS. This general structure indicates that, to get the complete amplitude bases,
we can separately construct the complete set of tensor
structures and the corresponding neutral structures. We
find that MLGTS and MLGNS can be constructed completely through Lorentz subgroup SU (2)r and a U (N )
global symmetry respectively (N is the number of external particles) without EOM and IBP redundancy. In this
section, we will discuss in detail how to construct these
two parts completely in a systematic way.
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A.

Massive LG Tensor Structures

As said before, the scattering amplitudes of m massive
and n massless particles can be factorized into MLGTS
and MLGNS,
X
AI{α̇} ({ǫsi }) G{α̇} (|j], |ji, pi ) ,
MIm,n =
(5)
{α̇}

where ǫsi ≡
is the polarization tensor
of massive particle-i with spin si , whose quantum number under SU (2)i ⊗ SU (2)r is (2si + 1, 2si + 1), I generally denotes the LG indices and {α̇} collectively denote
Lorentz indices. Since the massive left and right handed
spinors are related by EOM, |iI i = pi |iI ]/mi , the MLGTS AI is required to be the holomorphic function of
right-handed massive spinors |iI ] without losing generality, which indicates that AI totally contain 2si massive
spinor |iI ] associated with particle-i with spin si . Moreover, since AI{α̇} must be in dim-(2si + 1) representation
of LG SU (2)i and the permutation symmetry in SU (2)i
indices should transfer into Lorentz SU (2)r indices of
spinors |iI ]α̇ , all the same spinors |iI ]α̇ in AI{α̇} should be
in the (2si +1, 2si +1) representation of SU (2)i ⊗SU (2)r ,
which indicates that MLGTS is only the linear function
of polarization tensor ǫsi . This property indicates that
AI{α̇} is free of EOM and it is also free of IBP redundancy because it does not contain momentum pi . MLGNS G(|j], |ji, pi ) is only charged under massless LG and
neutral under massive LG so it is the function of massless spinors |j] or |ji and massive momentum pi . For the
same scattering process, different MLGTSs are in the
same massive LG ⊗m
i=1 SU (2)i representation so massive
LG can not classify MLGTS. But since AI is also Lorentz
subgroup SU (2)r tensor, it can be classified by SU (2)r
representation. Similar to constructing the wave function
of composite resonances in QCD via global SU (3) symmetry SSYTs, the tensor structure AI can be completely
constructed through finding all of its possible SU (2)r representation via YD. Next we will discuss in detail how to
systematically construct the complete MLGTS.
As said before, the quantum number of massive lefthanded spinor |iI ]α̇ under SU (2)i ⊗ SU (2)r is (2, 2), represented by YD as
|iI ]α̇ = i i ⊗ i r ,

(6)
I

where we use i filled in the box to label YD of spinor |i ]α̇
and the subscript i or r to label SU (2)i or SU (2)r YD
(notice that the LG of different spinors is different). Thus
a YD of massive LGs and SU (2)r correspond to an independent holomorphic function of right-handed massive
spinors and this function can be written down according
to the group indices permutation symmetry of this YD.
For example, two massive right-handed spinors product
can be read from the following YD,
j

⊗ i
j

r

I }
{I
i · · · i ⊗ i · · · i = |i 1 ]α̇1 · · · |i 2si ]α̇2si = ǫsi . (8)
| {z }i | {z }r
(2si )

I2s }
{I
|i]α̇11 , . . . , |i]α̇2si
i

i i⊗ j

The massive polarization tensor ǫsi in the (2si +1, 2si +1)
representation of SU (2)i ⊗ SU (2)r can be read from the
direct product of two dim-(2si + 1) YDs with one row
and 2si columns,

= |iI ]α̇ |j J ]β̇ − |iI ]β̇ |j J ]α̇ = [iI j J ]. (7)

(2si )

As said before, the correlation between the permutation
symmetry of SU (2)r and SU (2)i indices of all the spinors
|iI ] in MLGTS requires that AI{α̇} must be the linear
function of polarization tensor ǫsi . Since the LG indices of these m polarization tensors do not contract with
each other, only the different contraction pattern of their
SU (2)r indices can generate different AI{α̇} . So MLGTS
can be classified by Lorentz SU (2)r irreducible representations of these polarization tensors even different AI{α̇}
are in the same representation of LG ⊗m
i=1 SU (2)i . So, to
construct the complete MLGTS AI{α̇} , we just use YD to
systematically find all the irreducible SU (2)r representations decomposed from the outer product of these m
polarization tensor YDs in Eq. (8) based on LittlewoodRichardson Rule and then read out these structures from
YDs according to SU (2)r indices permutation symmetry.
With this method, we can systematically construct all the
independent MLGTSs.
Next we explicitly demonstrate how to use YD to construct MLGTS. Take 4-point massive amplitude basis for
fermion-fermion-vector-scalar ψψ ′ Zh as an example. According to Eq. (8), polarization tensors associated with
these four external legs are in the following representations of SU (2)r (we neglect the subscript r of SU (2)r
YDs)
ψ∼ 1

ψ′ ∼ 2

Z∼ 3 3

h ∼ •,

(9)

where the number in the box is used to distinguish the
SU (2)r indices of different polarization tensors and the
bullet • represents the trivial SU (2)r representation.
Then we can reduce the outer product of these 4 SU (2)r
tensors to the irreducible representations by LittlewoodRichardson Rule and get four representations of SU (2)r
(outer product between YDs are denoted as ×),
1 × 2 × 3 3 ×•

= 1 2 ⊕ 1 2 3 ⊕ 1 3 3 ⊕ 1 2 3 3 . (10)
3 3
3
2
Notice that in this work we follow the following convention of order rule in filling SU (2)r YD:
#1s ≤ #2s ≤ . . . ≤ #ms,

(11)

so the higher spin particle should be labeled by bigger
number (in this example we label the spinors of Z by the
largest number among the four legs). Then we can read
out the expression of MLGTS according to permutation
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symmetry of SU (2)r indices (the indices of different polarization tensor are labeled by different number) from
above YDs, as did in Eq. (7). Taking the first YD as an
example, the corresponding MLGTS is given by
AI[2,2] ≡ 1 2
3 3
= (|1I ]α̇ |2J ]β̇ |3K1 ]γ̇1 |3K2 ]γ̇2 + perms in SU (2)r indices)

= [1I 3{K1 ][2J 3K2 } ].

(12)

Finally we can easily prove that the amplitude bases
with tensor structures in different SU (2)r representations
must be independent. The amplitude basis with a MLGTS in the SU (2)r representation denoted by [λ] can be
parametrized as AI[λ] · G(|ji, |j], pi ), where the dot product means α̇ indices contraction. If the MLGTS of two
amplitude bases are in different YD representation, these
two bases should be two independent massive LG tensors.
So, no matter what the SU (2)r YD of G is, they must
be two independent SU (2)r singlet states.
We use SU (2)r YD to construct the complete set of
MLGTS and find that the amplitude bases with different SU (2)r MLGTS are independent. For the amplitude
bases with the same MLGTS AI[λ] , we can also use group
theory to systematically construct the complete independent MLGNS G by embedding the spinors associated
with N ≡ m + n external legs into a global symmetry
U (N ) representation [25, 26]. Similar to above discussion, G can be classified by U (N ) representation, each
G correspond to a basis of a special U (N ) representation so all the G are independent. Also, this method can
systematically get rid of the redundancy from EOM and
IBP. In the next subsection, we will discuss these issues
in detail.
B.

Massive LG neutral Structures

For the on-shell massless SMEFT, the amplitude bases
can automatically get rid of EOM redundancy because
any basis containing this redundancy is null (pj |j] = 0).
So the only issue for constructing massless amplitude
bases is to remove IBP redundancy, which is systematically solved by YD method [25, 26]. However the
situation is different when constructing on-shell massive
SMEFT. Since the EOM of massive spinor is not as trivial
as massless spinor, pi |iI ] = mi |iI i, a redundant on-shell
basis can not only be expressed as the combination of the
independent bases with the same dimension through IBP
(i.e. momentum conservation) but also the combination
of lower dimensional bases multiplied by the mass factors through EOM. So both redundancy from EOM and
IBP should be removed in constructing on-shell massive
EFT. Since MLGTS is the linear function of massive polarization tensor, it’s impossible to have these two kinds
of redundancy. Thus only MLGNS can suffer from EOM
and IBP redundancy. In this subsection, we will explain
how to get rid of them systematically.

We first discuss how to remove EOM redundancy in
amplitude bases. Although MLGNS G is neutral under
massive LG ⊗m
i=1 SU (2)i it is still charged under massless
LG ⊗N
j=m+1 U (1)j . So it must be the polynomial function
of massless spinors |j] or |ji with j = m + 1, . . . , N , and
massive momentum pi,α̇α ≡ |iI ]α̇ hiI |α with i = 1, . . . , m.
As discussed above, the massless amplitude basis can automatically remove the EOM redundancy so it is possible
to get rid of it if we first construct the complete set of
MLGNT G at its massless limit and then re-construct
the original massive G from its massless limit. Since
G(|j], |ji, pi ) is massive LG singlet, one G(|j], |ji, pi )
will smoothly go to one definite polynomial of massless
spinors if all massive momentums go to massless limit,
pi,α̇α → |i]α̇ hi|α : G(|j], |ji, pi ) → g(|j], |ji, |i]hi|), (13)
where |i]α̇ hi|α is the massless limit of massive momentum pi,αα̇ and g ≡ G(|j], |ji, |i]hi|) is the limit of G
when pi,α̇α → |i]α̇ hi|α . We know that the difference of
two different G that are related with each other through
EOM must be proportional to terms with mass factors
so their massless limits must be the same. Reversely the
massless spinor polynomial bases {g} can be one to one
mapped to the independent MLGNS bases {G} without
EOM redundancy just through replacing massless limit
spinors |i] and |ii in g with the corresponding massive
spinors |iI ] and |iI ′ i and choosing one pattern of LG index contraction between right-handed spinors |iI ] and
left-handed spinors |iI ′ i (equivalent to momentum replacement |i]α̇ hi|α → pi,α̇α ). Notice that different LG
indices contractions in g produce different G but only
one of them is primary and the others are EOM redundant because they have the same massless limit. Based
on these discussions, we find that, to construct the complete MLGNS G without EOM redundancy, we should
first construct the complete set of its massless limit basis
g and then map g to G by restoring the original massive
spinors from their massless limit. In the rest of this subsection, we discuss how to construct the complete massless basis g without IBP redundancy.
For a MLGTS AI[λ] in SU (2)r representation [λ], its
corresponding MLGNS G should be in the same SU (2)r
representation and it also should be SU (2)l singlet to
preserve Lorentz symmetry, which means that the total
PN
number of left-handed spinors should be even k=1 nk =
even ≡ L, where nk is the number of massive spinor |k I i
or massless spinor |ki. To be massive LG neutral, the
number of massive spinor |iI ] and |iI i should be equal,
and massless LG symmetry requires that the difference
between the number of massless spinor |j] and |ji in G
should be equal to the twice of massless particle-j helicity,
ñi − ni = 0 , with i = 1, . . . , m
ñj − nj = 2hj , with j = m + 1, . . . , N,

(14)

where hj is the helicity of particle-j and ñi is the number of right-handed spinor |iI ] (same for ñj ). Its massless limit g should also satisfy these constraints. Since
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systematical construction of the complete set of massless spinor polynomial g is first proposed in [25, 26], we
will follow the discussion in [25, 26] to briefly introduce
this method. In the massless limit, the LG are just trivial Abelian group ⊗N
k=1 U (1)k so we can embed it into
a global symmetry U (N ) ⊃ ⊗N
k=1 U (1)k through embedk
ding the massless spinor λ̃α̇ ≡ |k] (λkα ≡ |ki) into the
(anti-) fundamental representation of U (N ) symmetry
with k = 1, . . . , N . So one polynomial g is a basis of
U (N ) representation, which corresponds to an SSYT of
this U (N ) representation, and reversely it can also be
written down through this SSYT based on the permutation symmetry of the U (N ) indices. For example, the
product of a right/left-handed spinor pair can be obtained from the 2/(N −2) rows and 1 column U (N ) SSYT
i = (λ̃i λ̃j − λ̃j λ̃i ) = [ij]
α̇ β̇
α̇ β̇
j

k1



 k2
N −2
· =



 ·

= hijiǫijk1 ...kN −2 .

(15)

Notice that the columns in the SSYT associated with
the U (N ) indices of λ are in blue to distinguish with λ̃
indices.
Since g can suffer from IBP redundancy, which means
that the spinor polynomials g from some U (N ) representations are not kinetic independent. What kind of SSYT
is free of IBP? Next we will briefly discuss how to obtain kinetic independent SSYT. If g(λ̃) is holomorphic
function of right-handed spinors its U (N ) YD is in the
same shape as its SU (2)r YD. Without losing generality,
we suppose that its U (N ) YD is in the shape of [r1 , r2 ]
so g(λ̃) is holomorphic function of (r1 + r2 ) right-handed
spinor λ̃s, where [i1 , i2 , ..., in ] donates the YD which has
n rows and ij box at j−th row. And its YD can be in
the following shape,
r1

}|

··· ···
g(λ̃) =
···
| {z }

L/2

=N −2


ǫijk1 ...kN −2 + anti-sym in k1 ..kN −2
λiα λjβ
(N − 2)!

z

For the non-holomorphic case, g(λ, λ̃) is in the reducible
U (N ) representation from the out product of the representation of right- and left-handed spinors in Eq. (16)
and (17), and it can be decomposed into U (N ) irreducible
representations via Littlewood-Richardson rules


r1

···

z
}|
{



··· ···
.. . . ..
g(λ̃, λ) = N − 2
. . × ···
.


| {z }



r2

···
|
{z
}

{

.

(16)









..
.







···
···
..

.

..
.

···
···

···
⊕ · · ·(18)

···

where · · · represents the other irreducible representations. It was proved in [25, 26] that only the first irreducible YD does
not contain an overall factor of total
PN
momentum P = k=1 pk so g(|k], |ki) from the first YD,
which is obtained by just gluing the blue and white YD
simply without shifting around white YD, are primary
and complete. Then the complete MLGNS G(|j], |ji, pi )
without EOM and IBP redundancy can be obtained from
these primary polynomials g(|j], |ji, |i]hi|) by restoring
massive LG indices contraction in any way,
[η]

[η]

Gd (|j], |ji, pi ) = gd (|j], |ji, |i]hi|)||i]hi|→pi ,

(19)

where the superscript [η] donates its SSYT of U (N ) and
the subscript d denotes the mass dimension of G. We
have demonstrated how to construct the complete bases
[η]
of AI[λ] and Gd through YD method separately. Thus
the complete massive amplitude bases can be obtained by
contracting the AI[λ] basis with the corresponding com[η]

[η]

plete Gd basis. Is it possible that the bases AI[λ] · Gd
are redundant after Lorentz index contraction? It can be
easily found that the amplitude bases are really complete
and independent without redundancy because of the in[η]
dependence of AI[λ] and gd (rigorous proof can be found
in App. A).

r2

While, if g(λ) is holomorphic function of L left-handed
spinor λs and is also Lorentz scalar, its U (N ) YD is N −2
rows and L/2 columns,

..
.

g(λ) =

|

···
..

.

···
{z

L/2









..
. N −2.





}

(17)

IV.

SOME EXAMPLES

In this section we explicitly construct the amplitude
bases through YD based on above discussions. We first
construct all the 3-point amplitude bases of massive
gauge boson W + − W − − Z and then 4-point basis of
ψ − ψ ′ − Z − h at some definite dimension. The general
procedure is that first construct the complete MLGTS
via SU (2)r YDs and then construct their corresponding
MLGNS with the same SU (2)r quantum number to form
Lorentz singlet bases.

6
A.

[η]

W + − W − − Z amplitude bases

For the 3-pt massive gauge boson bases W + W − Z∂ n ,
MLGTS is the linear function of polarazation tensor of
each gauge boson in the triplet representation of SU (2)r
and their independent MLGTS can be obtained through
decomposition of the outer product of these three SU (2)r
triplet representations. We can get seven independent
tensor structures in the following SU (2)r YD representations,

Eq. (14)). And thus the lowest dimension of Gd is d = 2,
[η]
L = r1 + r2 = 2 (see Eq. (16)). The constraints of Gd
can be satisfied by only one U (3) SSYT which contains
L/2 = 1 column of blue boxes and two columns of white
boxes

1 2 3 . We can write down the amplitude fol-

lowing its permutation symmetry,
[3]

= 1 1 2 ⊕ 1 1 2 2 ⊕ 1 1 2 3 ⊕ 1 1 3 3
2 3 3
3 3
2 3
2 2

Gd=2 ≡ 1 2 3

′
′
= hi1 i2 iǫ1i1 i2 |2]{α̇ |3]α̇ } + hi1 i2 iǫ2i1 i2 |3]{α̇ |1]α̇ }

′
+hi1 i2 iǫ3i1 i2 |1]{α̇ |2]α̇ } ||i]hi|→pi

⊕ 1 1 2 2 3 ⊕ 1 1 2 3 3 ⊕ 1 1 2 2 3 3
3
2

= h2I 3J i|2I ]{α̇ |3J ]α̇ } + h3I 1J i|3I ]{α̇ |1J ]α̇ }

1 1 × 2 2 × 3 3

≡ AI[3,3] ⊕ AI[(4,2)1 ] ⊕ AI[(4,2)2 ] ⊕ AI[(4,2)3 ]
⊕AI[(5,1)1 ] ⊕ AI[(5,1)2 ] ⊕ AI[6]

(20)

Then we can read out the tensor structures based on the
permutation symmetry of SU (2)r indices from above YD
(the number i = 1, 2, 3 in the YD represent the Lorentz
indices of spinor |iI ]α̇ ). Take the first YD as an example,
according to the permutation symmetry of their SU (2)r
indices, we can get the expression of MLGTS
{I ,I },{J1 ,J2 },{K1 ,K2 }

1 2
A[3,3]

≡ 1 1 2
2 3 3

= 4[1I1 2J1 ][1I2 3K1 ][2J2 3K2 ],

(22)

Since G must be the function of Mandelstam variables
sij , G is just a constant. Meanwhile, we also can not
construct a valid SSYT as in Eq. (18), which means it is
not a dynamical polynomial. So all the amplitude bases
with tensor structure AI[3,3] is just AI[3,3] .
Next we will consider the non-trivial case, such as the
bases with the second tensor structure in Eq. (20). This
tensor structure is given by

+ 8[1I1 3K1 ][2J1 3K2 ]|1I2 ]{α̇ |2J2 ]α̇′ }

′

h1I 2J i|1I ]{α̇ |2J ]α̇ } .

(24)

Notice that after reading out g from U (3) SSYT, G can
be got by restoring the LG indices of massive spinors
and arbitrarily choosing one LG contraction pattern. In
this case the massive LG indices only have one contrac[η]
tion pattern. For higher dimensional polynomials gd≥4 ,
we can not construct a valid YD so higher dimensional
[η]
gd≥4 can not be primary. This can be seen directly
through its dynamics: the extra mass dimension d − 2
[η]
of Gd≥4 must come from Mandelstam variables sij com[η]

paring with Gd=2 , which is just mass constant, so Gd≥4
[3]

is descendent from Gd=2 . In this case, there is only one
[3]
independent basis totally which is AI[4,2] · Gd=2 .
[η]

For the same reason, the independent partners Gd
of the rest tensor structures are also unique so there are
total seven bases for 3-pt W + −W − −Z. Following above
[η]
procedures, we list the lowest dimensional Gd for tensor
structures,
AI[3,3] : G•d=0 = •
[3]

AI[(4,2)1,2,3 ] : Gd=2 = 1 2 3
[6]

AI[(5,1)1,2 ] : Gd=4 = 1 1 2 2 3 3
[9]

≡ 1 1 2 2
3 3
J1
I2 K2
I1 K1
= 2[1 3 ][1 3 ]|2 ]{α̇ |2J2 ]α̇′ }

AI[6] : Gd=6 = 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 . (25)

{I ,I },{J1 ,J2 },{K1 ,K2 }

1 2
A[(4,2)
1]

+ 2[2J1 3K1 ][2J2 3K2 ]|1I1 ]{α̇ |1I2 ]α̇′ }

′

[3]

(21)

Its corresponding partners G should be also Lorentz
scalar. For three particles dynamics, sij is trivial and
just a constant function of mass,
2sij = 2pi · pj = (ǫijk mk )2 − m2i − m2j .

′

(23)

To guarantee its partner G to be in the same SU (2)r
quantum number and LG neutral, it at least contains two
right-handed massive spinors to contract with AI[(4,2)1 ]
Lorentz indices and the number of the left-handed massive spinors should be same as right-handed spinors (see

B.

ψ − ψ ′ − Z − h amplitude bases

Next we construct 4-pt massive amplitude bases of
ψ−ψ ′ −Z−h. We’ll explicitly show the bases at d = 6 and
8, corresponding to the operators ψψ ′ Zh and ψψ ′ Zh∂ 2 .
Following the same procedures as above, the tensor struc-
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The amplitude bases of identical particles should satisfy
boson or fermion statistic: the amplitudes should be symmetric (antisymmetric) under the exchange of the identical bosons (fermions).

tures can be classified by SU (2)r representation,
1 × 2 × 3 3 ×•

= 1 2 ⊕ 1 2 3 ⊕ 1 3 3 ⊕ 1 2 3 3
3 3
3
2
≡ AI[2,2] ⊕ AI[(3,1)1 ] ⊕ AI[(3,1)2 ] ⊕ AI[4] .

(26)

Since the first tensor structure is Lorentz scalar, the lowest dimensional basis is just the structure AI[2,2] with dimensionless partner G•d=0 = 1,
AI[2,2] G•d=0 = 1 2 = [1I 3{K1 ][2J 3K2 } ].
3 3

(27)

The d = 8 bases ψψ ′ Zh∂ 2 should take the structures
AI[(3,1)1 ] and AI[(3,1)2 ] . Imposing the constraints on
LG neutral partners, the U (4) SSYTs of their LG neutral
partners can be determined,
AI[2,2] ,

[(2,2)1,2 ]

Gd=2

[(3,1)1,2,3 ]

Gd=2

≡

1 2
1 3
3 4 , 2 4

≡ 1 2 3 , 1 2 4 , 1 3 4.
4
3
2

(28)

[(2,2)1,2 ]

We now only focus on AI[2,2] partners Gd=2
and the
bases with the structures AI[(3,1)1 ] and AI[(3,1)2 ] can be
[(2,2)1,2 ]

found in App. B. We can read out Gd=2
from their
SSYT according to U (4) indices permutation,

[(2,2)1 ]
Gd=2
= hi1 i2 iǫ13i1 i2 [24] + hi1 i2 iǫ23i1 i2 [14]

+hi1 i2 iǫ14i1 i2 [23] + hi1 i2 iǫ24i1 i2 [13] ||i]hi|→pi
= h2J 4I i[4I 2J ] − h1J 4I i[4I 1J ]
−h2J 3I i[3I 2J ] + h1J 3I i[3I 1J ],

(29)

where in the last identity we add the massive LG indices
and choose one contraction pattern. Following the same
procedures, we have
[(2,2)2 ]

Gd=2

= h3J 4I i[4I 3J ] − h1J 4I i[4I 1J ]

− h2J 3I i[3I 2J ] + h1J 2I i[2I 1J ].

Then combine them with tensor structure
and get
the explicit expressions of amplitude bases at d = 8,
AI[2,2] Gd=2

= 8[1I 3K1 ][2J 3K2 ] (s12 + 2s13 ) + O(m2i )

AI[2,2] Gd=2

2
= 8[1I 3K1 ][2J 3K2 ] (2s12 + s13 ) + O(m(31)
i)

[(2,2)2 ]

It can be seen easily that these two bases are independent.
V.



MI = fc fW AI[λ] · G[η] ,

(32)

where the SU (3)c and SU (2)L gauge symmetry structures fc and fW can be systematically constructed by
the Young operator [27]. Since the total amplitude is a
singlet of gauge symmetry, the YD of SU (3)c (SU (2)L )
gauge structures should be singlet in the shape of [n, n, n]
([m, m]). To satisfy bosonic and fermionic statistic, the
total amplitude MI should be in the [ni ] ([1ni ]) representation of the permutation symmetry Sni associated
with ni identical bosonic (fermionic) particle-i. However,
since the amplitude basis is factorized into several parts
as in Eq. (32), practically we should first construct each
part to be in a specific Sni representation separately via
Plethysm operation [34, 35] and then decompose the inner product of the Sni representation of each part to get
the irreducible Sni representation of MI , [ni ] or [1ni ],
that satisfies the statistic of identical particles. Notice
that when read out the neutral parts G from the U (N )
SSYT, L2 anti-symmetric tensor ǫ1,2,...,N which are used
to raise the U (N ) indices of left-handed spinors are included in G (see Eq. (15)), where L is the total number of
left-handed spinors in G. So the Sni symmetry of U (N )
SSYT is equal to the inner product of the Sni representation of G wave function and these extra tensors ǫ1,2,...,N .
So, at YD level, the needed Sni YD of MI should be
equal to the inner product of [ni ] ([1ni ]) representation
of bosonic (fermionic) identical particles’ wave function
and [1ni ] representations of these extra tensors ǫ1,2,...,N ,
which can be expressed as

(30)

AI[2,2]

[(2,2)1 ]

If the gauge symmetry of massive EFT is SU (3)c ⊗
SU (2)L ⊗ U (1)Y , the complete form of the amplitude
bases is the product of gauge group structures and dynamical terms,

EFT OPERATORS AND IDENTICAL
PARTICLES

In this section, we will briefly discuss how to construct
bases involving identical particles through YD method.

J
L
[ηi ]a = [1ni ]⊙(2si + 2 ) ⊕ · · · ,

(33)

a

J
where symbol
is inner product, [ηi ]a is Sni representation of part-a of amplitude basis MI , a =
{fc , fW , AI[λ] , G[η] }, si is the spin of identical particle-i
and [1ni ]⊙n represents the inner product of n [1ni ] representation of Sni .
With this general method based on group theory, we
can systematically construct the complete amplitude basis involving identical particles via YD. In App. C, we
explicitly show how to construct the 5-pt massive amplitude basis of three vector triplets V and two scalar
singlets φ (more details about dealing with identical particles can also be found in [27, 35]).
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VI.

CONCLUSION

The on-shell SMEFT at the EWSB phase connects
with lower energy physics concisely and straightforwardly. It can be directly used in phenomenology calculations without referring to Lagrangian, unlike on-shell
massless SMEFT. To formulate this massive EFT, we
first propose a method based on group theory to systematically construct a complete set of massive on-shell
amplitude bases corresponding to higher-dimensional operators of massive particles. This method can automatically eliminate redundancies (EOM and IBP) and can be
also applicable to construct EFT of any massive particles
with any spin.
Different from the amplitude basis of external massless
particles, which is charged under abelian LG U (1), the
amplitude basis of massive particles is in dim-(2si + 1)
representation of LG SU (2)i associated with massive external particle-i with spin si . To guarantee the massive
amplitude basis in the proper representation of LG, we
can split it into two parts: MLGTS AI , which is only
charged under massive LG and holomorphic function of
massive right-handed spinors, and MLGNS G, which is
only charged under LG of massless particles. To construct the complete massive amplitude basis, we can separately construct the complete set of the structure AI
and G.
Although different MLGTS AI are in the same massive
LG representation, they are in different representations of
Lorentz subgroup SU (2)r . So tensor structure AI can be
completely constructed via finding all of its SU (2)r representations, which are allowed by LG symmetry based
on the YD method.
Generally, MLGNS G suffers from EOM and IBP redundancy. To eliminate EOM redundancy, we can first
construct the complete set of massless limit structure g
of G (EOM of massless spinor is trivial, so massless limit
g is automatically free of this redundancy). Then the
complete set of G without EOM redundancy can be obtained by replacing the massless limit spinors in g with
the original massive ones and arbitrarily choosing one
LG contraction pattern. However, g still suffer from
IBP redundancy. To eliminate it, the (left-) right-handed
spinors associated with N external particles are embedded in U (N ) (anti-) fundamental representation so each g
corresponds to a basis of the U (N ) representations. The
complete set of g free of IBP can be systematically constructed by choosing some specific U (N ) representations.
We prove that the massive amplitude bases constructed from the above procedures are indeed independent and complete, guaranteed by group theory. Some
examples are given to explicitly demonstrate how to use
this method to systematically construct some specific amplitude bases.
This method is also applicable for constructing amplitude bases involving identical particles. We briefly discuss about how to deal with identical particles in the
framework of this method and give an example to explic-

itly explain it in detail.
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Appendix A: Independence of amplitude basis
AI[λ] · G[η]

An amplitude basis can be factorised into LG tensor
and neutral part, AI[λ] and G[η] . In this section, we will
prove that the bases AI[λ] · G[η] are independent.
We have proven that the bases with different massive
LG tensor structures must be independent (they can not
be related with each other via EOM and IBP) because
these bases are independent massive LG tensors. The
only possible redundancy may be from the bases with the
same tensor structures. If there are redundancy among
these bases, the following identity must be satisfied,
X
X
[η]
[η ′ ]
AI[λ] · (
Z[η] Gd +
Zi[η′ ] m2i Gd−2 + · · · ) = 0, (A1)
η

i,η ′

where Zs are the combination coefficients, and · · · denotes the higher power terms of mass m. Since AI[λ] is
charged under massive LG, each Lorentz component of
the LG neutral parts must be zero to satisfy above identity,
X

[η]

Z[η] Gd +

η

[η]

X
i,η ′

[η ′ ]

Zi[η′ ] m2i Gd−2 + · · · = 0.

(A2)

[η]

Since Gd = gd |i]hi|→pi can’t have an overall factor
m2i (otherwise its massless limit is null), the first term
P
[η]
η Z[η] Gd should be zero and all coefficients of lower
dimensional Gd′ <d should also be zero (Zi[η′ ] = 0,...).
P
[η]
Meanwhile this identity η Z[η] Gd = 0 should also be
[η]

satisfied at massless limit. Since each polynomial Gd is
an independent basis of U (N ) representations at massless limit, all the coefficient Z[η] in this identity must also
be zero. So the amplitude bases AI[λ] · G[η] constructed
through group theory are independent.
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Appendix B: Amplitude Bases for ψ − ψ ′ − Z − h

In this section, we write down the explicit expressions
of the amplitude bases of ψ −ψ ′ −Z −h listed in Eq. (25).
[(2,2)1 ]

AI[2,2] Gd=2

= 4[1I 3{K1 ][2J 3K2 } ](2m22 + m23 − m24 + 2s12 + 4s13 )

∼ 8[1I 3{K1 ][2J 3K2 } ](s12 + 2s13 )

(B1)

[(2,2)2 ]
AI[2,2] Gd=2

= 4[1I 3{K1 ][2J 3K2 } ](m22 + 2m23 − m24 + 4s12 + 2s13 )
∼ 8[1I 3{K1 ][2J 3K2 } ](2s12 + s13 )

(B2)

[(3,1)1 ]

AI[(3,1)1 ] · Gd=2

∼ −8m2 m3 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 3K2 } i + 8m1 m3 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 3K2 } i
−4m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 23K2 } ] − 4m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 13K2 } ]

+4m2 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 13K2 } ] − 4m1 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 23K2 } ](B3)
[(3,1)2 ]

AI[(3,1)1 ] · Gd=2

∼ +8m2 m3 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 3K2 } i − 8m1 m3 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 3K2 } i
+4m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 23K2 } ] + 4m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 13K2 } ]

}
]
+12m2 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 13K2 } ] − 12m1 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 23K2(B4)
3

[(3,1) ]

AI[(3,1)1 ] · Gd=2

∼ −8m2 m3 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 3K2 } i − 24m1 m3 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 3K2 } i
−4m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 23K2 } ] + 12m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 13K2 } ]

+4m2 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 13K2 } ] − 4m1 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 23K2 } ] (B5)
[(3,1)1 ]

AI[(3,1)2 ] · Gd=2

∼ +8m2 m3 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 3K2 } i − 8m1 m3 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 3K2 } i
+12m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 23K2 } ] − 4m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 13K2 } ]

]
+4m2 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 13K2 } ] + 12m1 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 23K2 }(B6)
[(3,1)2 ]

AI[(3,1)2 ] · Gd=2

∼ −8m2 m3 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 3K2 } i + 8m1 m3 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 3K2 } i
I J

−12m3 [1 2 ]h3

{K1

23

K2 }

I J

] + 4m3 [1 2 ]h3

{K1

13

K2 }

]

}
]
+12m2 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 13K2 } ] + 36m1 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 23K2(B7)

[(3,1)2 ]

AI[(3,1)2 ] · Gd=2

∼ +8m2 m3 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 3K2 } i + 24m1 m3 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 3K2 } i
+12m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 23K2 } ] + 12m3 [1I 2J ]h3{K1 13K2 } ]

+4m2 [1I 3{K1 ]h2J 13K2 } ] + 12m1 [2J 3{K1 ]h1I 23K2 } ](B8)

The symbol ∼ means that only the independent terms in
the amplitude basis expression are written down. Notice
that although all mi are from EOM, the mass factors
in some terms is from the EOMs of spinors in MLGTS
AI which just change the charity of the spinors in AI so
these terms are generally not EOM redundant.
Appendix C: example for identical particles

In this section, we take the operators V V V φφ∂ 2 as
an example to explicitly demonstrate how to systematically construct amplitude bases satisfying bosonic and
fermionic statistic, where massive vector V and massive
scalar φ is SU (2)L triplet and singlet. First we need to
find all the possible Sni representations of each part-a
whose inner product can contain the needed Sni repreL
sentation [ηi ] ≡ [1ni ]⊙(2si + 2 ) ( L2 = 1, sV = 1 and sφ = 0
in this case). Then construct each part-a of the amplitude basis to be in these desired Sni representations
through Plethysm product and finally the amplitude basis in the correct Sni representation [ηi ] can be obtained
by combining these parts.
The bases contain three identical massive V bosons
and two identical massive φ bosons, so we have nV = 3
and nφ = 2. We first consider the permutation symmetry
S3 associated with three V bosons. We find that there
are three cases that the amplitude basis can be in the
correct S3 representation [ηV ] = [13 ],
[13 ]W ⊙ [3]A ⊙ [3]G = [13 ]

[13 ]W ⊙ [2, 1]A ⊙ [2, 1]G = [3] ⊕ [2, 1] ⊕ [13 ]
[13 ]W ⊙ [13 ]A ⊙ [13 ]G = [13 ],

(C1)

where [ηV ]W,A,G is the S3 representation of SU (2)L gauge
structures, MLGTS and MLGNS (V and φ is neutral under SU (3)c , so their SU (3)c structures under S3 and S2
are trivial). Notice that S3 representation of SU (2)L
gauge structures associated with the three V must be
[13 ]W (corresponding to the SU (2)L anti-symmetric tensor ǫabc ), which can be easily seen through Plethysm
product. For two identical scalar φ, the MLGTS is independent of φ spinors so S2 representation of AI is trivial
(i.e. [2]A ). Thus the MLGNS G must be in S2 representation [12 ]G to get the correct S2 representation [ηφ ] = [12 ]
of the amplitude basis,
[2]A ⊙ [12 ]G = [12 ].

(C2)

Notice that the only nontrivial inner product decomposition is the second identity in Eq. (C1). Since the gauge
structure is in the totally antisymmetric representation
[13 ]W , to get the irreducible representation [13 ] from the
inner product decomposition of these three parts, the inner product [2, 1]A ⊙[2, 1]G should contain [3]. So we need
to know the C-G coefficients of [3] representation generated from the inner product of two [2, 1] representations.
The C-G coefficient matrix C[3] for [3] representation in
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the bases of these two [2, 1]A,G representations can be
expressed as


1 2 1
(C3)
[3] = VAT · C[3] · VG , C[3] = √ 
,
6
1 2

indicate that the [4, 2] LG tensor structure in a specific
S3 representation should be the combination of these
three tensor structures [4, 2]1,2,3 in Eq. (C5). For the
degenerate case, the Plethysm product decomposition in
Eq. (C4) should be generally parametrised as

where VH = {[2, 1]1H , [2, 1]2H } is the basis of [2, 1] representation and H = {A, G}.
Next we will discuss how to obtain A in a specific S3
representation via Plethysm operation [34, 35]. We know
that the massive spinors |iI ] in A associated with one
identical particle-i with spin si are in the [2si ] SU (2)r
representation. If A is required to be in the [ηi ]A representation of symmetry Sni , the corresponding SU (2)r
YD associated with these ni identical particles can be
p i ]A . So with reobtained by Plethysm product, [2si ]○[η
quiring A to be in a particular S3 representation [ηV ]A ,
the corresponding SU (2)r YD associated with three identical V bosons can be obtained by the following Plethysm
product decomposition,

where M[η]µν is the combination coefficient matrix for getting a tensor A in the Sni representation [ηV ]µ , [λ]ν
is SU (2)r representation of the massive spinors associated with three identical vector V . In this example, for
[4, 2] case the tensor structure basis [λ]ν = {[4, 2]1,2,3 }
and the S3 representation basis of tensor structures is
[ηV ]µ = {[3], [2, 1]1 , [2, 1]2 }. Since there is only one MLGTS in [3, 3] representation (see Eq. (C5)), the third decomposition in Eq. (C4) tells us that this tensor structure
must be in [13 ]A representation of S3 . After some calculations, the coefficient matrix for [4, 2] tensor structures
in S3 representation [ηV ]µ is


1
2
1






[λ]ν
M[η]µ =  1 −4 −2  .
(C7)




−2 −4 1

p A = [6] ⊕ [4, 2] ⊕ [2, 2, 2] ,
[2]○[3]

p
[2]○[2,
1]A = [5, 1] ⊕ [4, 2] ⊕ [3, 2, 1] ,
p 3 ]A = [4, 1, 1] ⊕ [3, 3] .
[2]○[1

(C4)

Notice that generally the SU (2)r YD associated with ni
identical particles is a part of the whole YD of A. The
whole SU (2)r YD of A in a specific Sni representation
is generally obtained by the outer product of the SU (2)r
YD associated with identical particles in Eq. (C4) and
the one associated with the other particles. But in this
case, since φ is scalar, A only contain the spinors of these
three vectors V and thus their SU (2)r YD is the whole
YD of A. Since the YDs in the RHS of above equations
are SU (2)r representations, which have at most two rows,
the YDs with more than two rows should be ruled out.
The derivative operator ∂ 2 corresponds to two momentum operators in G so dimension of G is d = 2 and G
can provide at most two SU (2)r indices to contract with
A. Thus the YD [m, n] of A should satisfy the condition m − n ≤ 2 (m − n is the number of un-contracted
SU (2)r indices). So finally only the underlined YDs in
Eq. (C4) are valid and the corresponding wave functions
of AI can be in the S3 representation [ηV ]A at the LHS
of these equations. Now we write down all the MLGTSs
in the valid SU (2)r YD [4, 2] and [3, 3] through decomposing the outer product of the three vector polarization
tensors 1 1 × 2 2 × 3 3 and we get four valid MLGTSs
[4, 2]1 = 1 1 2 2 , [4, 2]2 = 1 1 2 3 ,
3 3
2 3
[4, 2]3 = 1 1 3 3 , [3, 3] = 1 1 2 .
2 2
2 3 3

(C5)

There are three different structures A in the [4, 2] representation and the first two decompositions in Eq. (C4)

[λ]

p V ]µ ⊃ M[η]µν [λ]ν ,
[2]○[η

(C6)

[λ]

Since MLGNS G is the function of spinors associated
with both identical vectors V and scalars φ, it should be
in a S3 ⊗ S2 representation [ηV ]G ⊗ [ηφ ]G , which can be
also obtained in a similar way. We first decomposite the
Plethysm product of U (N ) YD associated with one identical particle-i and the [ηV ]G ⊗[ηφ ]G representation to get
the U (N ) YD associated with these ni identical particle-i
in representation [ηV ]G ⊗ [ηφ ]G . Then do the outer product of this YD and the YD associated with other particles
to get the whole U (N ) YDs of G. For example, if U (5)
YD of G is in [ηV ]G ⊗ [ηφ ]G = [3]G ⊗ [12 ]G representation,
the sub-YD of U (5) SSYT associated with three V and
two φ can be obtained by Plethysm product,
p G = [3]V ,
V : [1]○[3]

p 2 ]G = [12 ]φ . (C8)
φ : [1]○[1

Notice that sub-YD associated with identical particlei in above Plethysm product is always in the shape of
[Ni ] with Ni = L/2 + ñi − ni because the indices of
U (N ) SSYT of G associated with particle-i are totally
symmetric. In this example, since ñi = ni (see Eq. (14))
and d = 2 requires that L = 2, the sub-YD associated
with one V or φ in the Plethysm product is in the shape
of [1]. Then the whole U (5) SSYT of G that can contain
[3]G ⊗ [12 ]G symmetry can be obtained by decomposing
the outer product of the two U (N ) YDs in Eq. (C8)
[3]V × [12 ]φ = 1 2 3

V

× 4
5

φ

1 2 3
,
= 1 2 3 4 ⊕ 4
5
5

(C9)
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where we label the boxes associated with three V and
two φ by number 1, 2, 3 and 4, 5 respectively. Since G is
massive LG neutral and SU (2)l singlet, the first SSYT is
ruled out. The first column of the second SSYT is in blue
to represent left-handed spinors. At this step, we only
get the YD of G in the S5 representation that contains
[3]G ⊗[12 ]G representation but it is now not the eigenstate
of [3]G ⊗[12 ]G representation. So we should use the Young
operator Y 1 2 3 ⊗ Y 4 of [3]G ⊗ [12 ]G representation to
5

act on the U (5) SSYT in Eq. (C9) to project out its
component in [3]G ⊗ [12 ]G representation. Finally the G
in [3]G ⊗ [12 ]G representation can be given by
G= Y1

2 3

1 2 3
Y4 4
.
5 5

[4,2]ν

[4, 2]ν

= 1 1 2 2 + 2 1 1 2 3 + 1 1 3 3 . (C11)
3 3
2 3
2 2
The corresponding G can be obtained as in Eq. (C9)
through Plethysm product,
[3]

Gd=2 = Y 1

2 3

1 2 3
Y4 4
.
5 5

(C12)

Similarly, if [ηV ]A = [ηV ]G = [13 ], according to the first
identity in Eq. (C4) and similar operations in Eq. (C8)
and (C10), the corresponding structures are
A[13 ] = [3, 3] = 1 1 2
2 3 3
[13 ]

Gd=2 = Y 1 Y 4
2
3

5

1 4
2 5 .
3

[4,2]

A[2,1]µ = M[2,1]µρ [4, 2]ρ
[2,1]

Gd=2 ν

= {[4, 2]1 − 4[4, 2]2 − 2[4, 2]3 , [4, 2]3 − 4[4, 2]2 − 2[4, 2]1}



1 2 4
1 3 4 
Y 3
, Y1 3 Y4 2
(C15)
.
=
Y

 13 2 45
2
5 5
5

However the decomposition of their inner product is nontrivial (see the second identity in Eq. (C1)). With the CG coefficient in Eq. (C3), we can get the amplitude basis
with the correct identical particle permutation symmetry
[2,1]

(C10)

After constructing the A and G in S3 ⊗ S2 representation
[ηV ]A ⊗ [ηφ ]A and [ηV ]G ⊗ [ηφ ]G , we can construct the
amplitude basis A · G in the correct representation [13 ] ⊗
[12 ] of S3 ⊗ S2 based on above discussions. Notice that
since [ηφ ]A is always [2], [ηφ ]G is always required to be [12 ]
(see Eq. (C2)). If [ηV ]A = [ηV ]G = [3], the corresponding
A can be obtained by substituting the matrix in Eq. (C7)
into Eq. (C6),
A[3] = M[3]

A can be obtained as in Eq. (C11),

(C13)

Finally according to the first and third identity in
Eq. (C1), if the gauge structure is in [13 ] representation
of S3 , these two amplitude bases should be in the correct
permutation symmetry representation,
M = f[13 ]W A[ηV ]A · G[ηV ]G , for [ηV ] = [3], [13 ] (C14)
For the case [ηV ]A = [ηV ]G = [2, 1], the corresponding

µν
M = f[13 ]W C[3]
A[2,1]µ · Gd=2 ν .

(C16)

Finally we will discuss how to construct gauge structure in [13 ] representation. The gauge structure of three
vector triplet V should be singlet under SU (2)L , which
determines that its SU (2)L YD should be only in the
shape of [3, 3] (these three triplet vectors have six SU (2)L
indices). This gauge structure must be in the representation [13 ] of S3 (see the third Plethysm product decomposition in Eq. (C4)). So gauge structure fW can be given
by the Young operator of YD [3, 3] filling with numbers
related to SU (2)L indices
f[13 ]W = Y[13 ]W = Y

1 1′ 2
2′ 3 3′

,

(C17)

where the number i and i′ filling in the YD denote the two
SU (2)L indices of i-th V boson (V is in the two indices
symmetric representation of SU (2)L ). Thus the gauge
structure can be easily read from above SSYT according
to their indices permutation symmetry if we decompose
Young operator into horizontal permutation P and vertical permutation Q,
Y[13 ]W = P

1 1′ 2
2′ 3 3′

Q

1 1′ 2
2′ 3 3′

.

(C18)

Generally the permutation symmetry of Q can be described by antisymmetric tensor ǫab . Replacing Q by the
tensor structure composed by ǫab which has the same permutation symmetry as Q, we can get the needed gauge
structure
f[13 ]W = P

1 1′ 2
2′ 3 3′

ǫa1 a2′ ǫa1′ a3 ǫa2 a3′ ,

(C19)

where ai and ai′ are the SU (2)L indices of i-th V and
gauge structure can be obtained after operator P acts on
the indices of these ǫab s.
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